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A., p 'i i ,.t. -.f, - -: .., ..'... " ;.r Principle Applied to i•tasyNiTh.;*,~'L

In -prc-r..-... :;.,*.p. :c;,. the principle has been stated that open steady state
systems tend to be adjusted %a an optimum but low O.[':.le a:cy that corresponds
to the maximum power .*...; . ("' . ad Pinkertonp American Scient. -.. , in press)
That this pr:in..' is ., .' :,.•',:iv.~.~( ~.t systems seems indicated in
Figure 1$ below:
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Figure lo5 .. .'. .. n"lr s versum ,rf i,.lo.i.7 indicating
low but, o;.it"- i-,_..: ",-r"' I. ',.I associated with maximum output

This graph shows. that i'. ,:..- 4 ,.i. :Wv.. '. such as have been achieved in
all the work associated ..t,, tihe quantum controvercey have all been r.'-v.'•t
light intensities so that the .:-:.:i output of glucose has been -l - ... ,.l'.
On the other hand the - .";."': populations of algae iQ.u,.i;.d to hig;. natural
light intensities run at I.'.-, ,.........;Alsi.is and h. ;'-. light intensities but so
that a much greater '... of .' ,,-:. . rr. i't-... If pl•.nt. are evolutionarily
adapted to maximau oututt '-,., - must sacrifice .efficiency for power by
this hypothesiso This is a- .of et'' .,;' that attempts to increase world
food by raising chlorella at L ... ,;i.L.. v.•.'i i i.,, must necessarily flopo A
second part of this 71.',: ..j.. mway be stated that the optimum efficiency
for maximum power output :-.' -....' decreases as the light intensity increaseso
Plants adapted in nature to deep water achieve the optimum adjustement
at a higher efficn:;;.v-r that at the surfaceo "I•-c.;;<v,, a plant adjusted for
one light intensity can not be moved irit,-o~N. *'i1ly to another light intensity
and achieve the ci.t.-'-.r .. '...'.,;. • wKithout internal modification. A car
climbing a hill in .;:.,.:'l'I , :: * at optimxum .i..firn3j .. y cannot achieve the
optimum efficiency for a -1, ; away without -'.n..r jre-. In the
plant gears may be the concentra tion gradientso The efficiencies in
Figure 15 are of the same r. ':, ,° '.. at optimum adjustement as those
found in Silver Springs and the Coral Rai:'o?

Bo  Organismal Size versus .: .. ol:: TAL: in Phototrophe in Optimum Adjustment

It is now well know that antabolism of heterotrophic organisms is inverse
to body size roughly in a 2/3 o-- '..-1.' function that is presumed to be related
to the surface/volume 71 .. :to l.l' "::.- processes. •aha the above section
it was concluded that 0lW ... ,0Z4- .-. " .,;y"·: 1 in open steady state tend to
all become adjusted to a similar state of running at maximum power output
because of the survival ' ' .'. in : ,'•.1:'":," . "*..'r7: '.LK..io.n both in an environmental
and evolutionary senseo Xith .- ,.- ;. '. .. 1.· ', intensitiesK similar steady
state plant ~;stfl;..' ., be ; .'.r vi.-i to similar efficiencies and thus

aimilar total ;-.3o.-. .',::.. ..•I0 pmoer o utput of -pi,.. .-c on an AREA basis


